The Society of Petroleum Evaluation Engineers
SPEE Denver Chapter announces its January Luncheon Meeting.
(Members and Guests are cordially invited to attend.)

Wednesday, January 8, 2014

Dr. John Seidle
Vice President, MHA Petroleum Consultants LLC

Will be speaking on:
Status of SPEE Monograph 4 – Estimating Developed Reserves in Unconventional Reservoirs

LUNCHEON STARTS AT 11:30 A.M.
(A plate lunch will be served.)
PRESENTATION BEGINS AT NOON

The Denver Athletic Club
3rd Floor, The New Petroleum Club Room
1325 Glenarm Place (14th and Glenarm) Denver CO 80204
Parking flat rate $7.00 on space available basis

Cost: $35.00 per Person
(Credit Card, Cash or Check made out to ‘SPEE Denver Chapter’)

Please RSVP by Noon Monday, January 6, 2014

RSVP Registration Options:
1.) RSVP by email to Steve Enger, SPEE Treasurer at denspee@yahoo.com to sign up and then pay by cash or check at the door. Please provide a name and company for each reservation. Checks should be made out to ‘SPEE Denver Chapter’.
Abstract:
The rapid expansion of oil and gas production from unconventional reservoirs in the last few years has exceeded the industry’s ability to forecast performance of wells completed in these formations. Several industry groups, including the SPEE, are working to develop guidelines for assigning reserves in unconventional plays. In 2010, the SPEE released Monograph 3 addressing undeveloped reserves in resource plays and has formed a committee to draft Monograph 4, entitled “Estimating Developed Reserves in Unconventional Reservoirs”. This talk begins with a short explanation of the committee’s charge, its history and composition then moves to present status and current timeline for the draft monograph before concluding with the current recommended workflow and different analysis procedures for assigning developed reserves in unconventional reservoirs.

Speaker Bio:
John Seidle is a Vice President with MHA Petroleum Consultants LLC in Denver, Colorado. He has more than thirty years of experience in unconventional gas and oil reservoir engineering in domestic and international plays. His current duties include unconventional reservoir engineering, reserve studies and economic evaluations, and service as an expert witness for litigation and regulatory hearings. Privileged to work with others on over 25 technical papers and six patents, he is the author of Fundamentals of Coalbed Methane Reservoir Engineering. He is chair of the SPEE committee working on Monograph 4 Estimating Developed Reserves in Unconventional Reservoirs. He received a PhD in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Colorado, is a member of SPE, AAPG, and SPEE, and is a Registered Professional Engineer in Colorado, Oklahoma, and Wyoming.

About SPEE:   http://www.spee.org  SPEE was formed in 1962 as a professional, non-profit organization bringing together specialists in the evaluation of petroleum and natural gas properties. SPEE continues today to be strongly committed to providing educational and other services to its members and to the oil and gas industry, and to promoting the profession of petroleum evaluation engineering.
For additional information, please contact:

Steve Enger
2014 Vice Chairman / Program Chairman SPEE Denver Chapter
Fred.LeGrand@CenturyX.com
720-398-6702

For event registration issues, please contact:

Mike White
mwhite@ResoluteEnergy.com
303-573-4886  Ext. 1450